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Tired of polishing just to see tarnish reappear 
within weeks? MAAS IT!  This powerful wipe 
on - wipe o� formula instantly removes years 
of residue, rust, tarnish and oxidation from all 
metals and more (see sides of box). MAAS is 
concentrated; just a dab restores large areas. 
Fast - Easy - Handles the toughest jobs yet 
gentle enough for delicate antiques. MAAS 
applies a superstrong anti-tarnish corrosion 
inhibitor plus long-lasting protection.

Directions:  Apply sparingly to a soft dry cloth 
and wipe surface (do not let polish dry). Use a 
clean soft cloth to wipe o�. Bu� to a lustrous 
shine. Silverware and other serving pieces may 
be washed after bu�ng.

Stainless Steel: MAAS applies waterproof 
protection and long lasting shine on stainless 
steel sinks. Do not use polish on brushed 
stainless steel appliances. MAAS Stainless Steel 
& Chrome Spray Cleaner is recommended to 
clean, polish and protect brushed factory 
�nishes.

Plated Metals: Not recommended for use on 
thinly plated surfaces.

Lacquered Metals: Lacquer must be removed 
prior to polishing. 

CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

www.maasinc.com
tel: 630.654.4743

MAAS INC. PO BOX 128  LA GRANGE IL 60525-0128

silver, brass, copper, chrome
stainless steel, �berglass  & more!

�nally a shine that lasts!

NET WT. 2 OZ (57g)

concentrated formula

anti-tarnish protection

easy wipe-on  wipe-o� 
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Dear Valued Customer this prepress proof needs your review and approval.  We can 
assure you that the best efforts were made in following the instructions given to us.   
 
Classical Color Graphics cannot be responsible for undetected production errors 
omissions or inaccuracies that are not clearly noted on this proof: 
 
If proofs are waived by the client;  
If the work is printed per the clients written OK and mistake is found after approval;   
If request for changes are communicated verbally.   
 
Customer Alterations after approval of this proof will be charged at CCG’s current price list. 
Therefore please read the proof thoroughly and initial the boxes below indicating your 
approval or note changes directly on the proof.  Proofs must be returned to CCG. Until 
the proof is returned no additional work will be performed.   
 

  Copy Approved 
  Copy Position Approved 
  Panel Orientation Approved 
  Entire Job Is Ok As Is – Go To Print 

 
  Changes Marked on Proof  
   Need New Proof 

 
 
This proof is accepted for printing without further changes as indicated above 
 
        Authorized Signature and Date 
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